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Introduction

f
Social learning theory posits that incidentia imitation is a "asie

. . : ...

develaPmental process, and many investigators have suggested tha a hilory

of adult nurturance and affection facilitates this process -- theoretioll
t .

rationale for which lies in both.the'Freudian and social ledriling the9fies
e . .

1

of identificatidn and incidental imitation have even been seengas.
,. .

.

synonymous. ,To date, the effects of adult urturance B inc;clental imita-
.

.

tion have consistently yielded positive results son, 1972).
.

. Ili

,
..,

The general researor strategies of the nurturance-incidental'imAa-
. ,

. \ , ..

-.

tion,literatuxe have eTgone some changes. ,Th4,early,correlat nal-
tt

4 IA ',

observational thods sought to demonstrate relationshilp between. ating-
/

measures of adult nurturance-and rating-measures of children's beha ior

(e.g.,, identification) toward those adults. later on, ,correlationbl-

experimental investigations took similar measures,oradult nurturance;

but began'relating theM to laboratory derived measures of incidental

imitation. In the more recent manipulative strategies,tnot.only have

direct measures of incidental imitation been used, but more important,
4

.4o

the nurturant and non-au.rturaut relationships have been experiMentally

//
generated. these relationships have typically,been established in terms

of operationally Ad temporally defined nurtliranrpatterns applied to vne

group (e.g., interactions with "warm and friendly" adults for 20 min.)

and non-nurturant patterns applied to the same or another group (e.g.,

interactions with "cool and aloof" or noninteractive adult).

When nurturance has been ofterationally defined, one does not have

a `very precise idea of what actually has-occurred. Operational defini-

tions describe what happens to.children, but not how they "perceive",

3
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, ,
those happenings; hence, the functions of operations need to be evaluated.

(

L;

. -

,Nurturance or positive adult behavior is often 'defined in terms of its .

_ _ &
7

t. .

, effectiveness asa reinforcer. /One measuee,of nurturance, than, mighty
t

r

, 4
be, a demonstrationtpat such interactions -- contingent adult comments

.
,

r
1

in 'the present case -- can indeed maintain some amount of beavior.
1 /.

...,/
-. ;

--..,

In addition, reciprocal evaluation b e dren of the adults yould deem

f
appropriate as a measure of their "percep

, .

n" of the adults; thug, the ......

q .

children's ongoing preference for continued interactions with,the adults

. . 0
.

was asseesed,/ These two measures, then, -- reinforcereffectiveness and

Otial preference: were selected as the functional- Vinition of nur.-

turance used inn
1

thie research.

The purpose of the present studjes was to look more closely atthe

)

incidental imitation process thelfects of adult 'nurturance upon it.'

c We asked whether,similar nurturance effects could be, obtained using a "

within-subjects design and a functional -- not merely.operational

definition of nurturance.

Experiment L

Method

co

r-

Four preschool children served as subjeets,,whilefour others served

as.cross-sex companions. The basic procedutes wire identical, for each

subject. Each day a Tale escort brought a subject-compe*ion pair to the

f
experimental room. The companion child was never involved in any experi-

mental manipulations, but was included to reduce,fituational demand charac-+

i

teristics. Two male undergraduates established histories of nurturant 4

., o .

and nonnurturant interactions with:the subject Children. Two sessions,were
. . r

. ,

conducted each day, each comprising the succeesive entrance of the adults
\ .

4

r
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for:2-Min periods apiece; entrance order was counter-balanced. At the

bpginhing of.each day's two back -y-back sessions, the assistant instructed A
. 1

..

the subject to sort colored tokens into a box
.

Ape he was gone. The.
. 1

--.

adults who generated the functionalbrdefined interactional histories used

. .1 -

similar, pre-arranged drawing paterials. Each one tolored oneof four
- , 4 I

qk

C
geometrisiform with one of four colored crayons. The form content of

t.
,1

the'drawings and crayon colors were counterbalanPed between adults bver

repeated fourAAy plocks.

In order o evaluate and control for any pre-epertmental adult con-

,trol, an initial social reference probe. was conducted with each child.:
. , . .

The subject was asked,-' ich of these.two men would you fike.4tb work
.

1

-with ?" The subject then selectedOne"of the two adults by pointing to him.
.

The results of these-probes are used.in assig4ng the adults their social
.

---- interaction roles. The unpreferred e'dult became the positive or nurturaht

.

.

/r'
aduii. fin. that'subiect during the first and all subsequent sessions: This *

adult's interactions with the subject consisted of visual regard, smiles,

and positive, stipportive verbal comments (e.g "Very good", 'vGreit",

i

i

"Tremendou0'). TheAF comments were made contingent on the first token- '-''
.

.

sort response in successive 15-sec intervals. This schedule limited the
i .

subject to a maximum of eiAht'commenes per session. The adult rowas

1

preferred in the pre-experimental probe via "signed to the neutral or non-

interactive conditior for that subject. This adultrinteracted solely

with the compinion.child, ignoring the subject at alb times. Though the

telationsilips these adults established may appear 4mited, in the p10- they,

in fact, did match.or exceed the temporal parameters of previous rewearph.

Social prefgrence probes were conductedon completion of each day's

5
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second session in order to assess the qualitative reincqrcing effects of

.... the two adults. fisie two adults re- entered the exArimeptal room an1/4
,

stood opposite the subject% The assistant then asked -thchtid to point
.- - 4 -

,

.
-.

to-the man with whom.hetshe would like to work. Once the, preference probe
.

was coppleted, the assistant and the unpreferred adult left the room, while'

. the preferred adult remained and interacted with the subject for an addi-

)-
tonal 30 sec according to hia'assignedron.

.

Once the social preference probe had been completed, the assistant

re-entered the room and the adult departed. The subject was placed directly

40°'
in front of the two adult drauings and given a clipboard with a clean

sheet of paper and a chbice.of four crayons,,two of which had been used

by the adults that day. In doing this:the assistant asked the child.to
./

make a drawing of anything he/she liked. At the end of one minute the
.11

assistant,re-entered'the room and asked the subject, "Mat did you draw

",---to 5n," He answered any response in a positive and interestedma ner.

The functional definition for adulturturan e was'the'selection of

the positive adult on five successive .occasions ,dzu ink; which time the'cumula-

tive number of token - ort responses was higher for
1

the positive or nur-

turant adult than for the neutral adult. For some children an additibnal

reinforcer manipulation was necessary. In these latter cases, stick-on

stars were attached tb a small card in conjunction}tWith contingent,positive'

comments; the children, werekelloued to take the.card with them when they

left-each day.

Observer reliability was 98% for tokens sorte , 97% for pdult comments,

.100% for crayon color chofce and 887 for child &a

6
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The response rate data from the positive and.neuirel,interaction his-
-

milk t,oriSi Bade been graphed-cumulatively for each child. ,The data point for.....

._ .

any one session specifies` the cumulative number of responses up to and
,_

. .,..

including that session..

Iisert F±g. 1 slut here
,)

. ,

41t,
The, experimental manipulations were able to prodUce consistent posi-

.

'tive adult control over each child's token-sort responding. The letter;

on Uhe table across the ton of each subject's cumulative record refTr to

the children's relative preference for the positive or neutrAl adult'at the

)

end of every,second session. The prefegted adult'appearson the top line

431 the table; while the unpref erred adult appears an the.secondlinP. These. 2.

.
.,

.1 \
data indicate the development of the children's social prefdrence for

the.positive.adult,oVer sessions.

The crayon .choice imitation probes provided, the children with,a

, restricted number o selections. They could select one of four crayons, _

. 'f*

two of which had been used by'Ole adults,during that day's sessions. The

data indicate that, given these restricted choicer,, only SI. showed in:-

cidental imitation of the 1NositiVe adult over, each of tAe five sessions-
/

meeting criteria for the functional definitAn,of nurturance. S2 showed.

. . only slight incidental color choice imitation while the results of SI 4nd

0

S4 were less conclusive. During the twenty,sessions in .Which the nur

criteria 'was.-met for the four subjects the positive adult as IItated on

ten occasf(bnd affli the neutral adult on five. The picture content imitation

s,
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allowpd.the children an unrestricted selection ofresponSes. The dAta

indacate'that the children displayed little pictuv content imitation over

the five sessions defining funciicnal nugturance. Onfy S1 showed any

matefiil..g of form content with the positive adult; she never imitated the

neutral adult. '

Experiment II

, .

In incidental imitation.lesearch,
.

the presence Sr absence of the adult

.
"")

.t

dnring the children's opportunity to engage in incidental imitation has not'
, .

r

been syit matically investigated. Bandura and Huston (1961). have suggested

.it .
.r

that imita ion would be more likely in an aellt,'s presence, thus this 'sug-

iieoion and, those from other literatures led to the second experiment.

Method

The method foExperiment II was identical to Experiment I except

for the Iftaglental imitation assessment. The purpose of this study was to

replicate the first, but witi, the adults present durin tation'ass(,,ss-

ment. Fhus, on the'Incidental frata ibA probe botb adults re-entered

the room with their respectrve.drawing07 subject was seated in front

of tie two adults dild was allowed to select a crayon and to make a`drawing,

-

Observer reliAktility agreedent percentages were88% for token'sor 't4ng,

90% fog a4u1t comments and 100% for crayon 4election. There were na dgawing

content matches so reliability was not computed.
J, .

Results

Pro6edures used to establish the nurturant interactions were again

uniformly effective.. The'respo,,ze rate (;Lata showed that the pisiti've adult

.could consistently maintain higher rates than the neutral adult. The
, a,

rhildren showed reciprocal.social preference for thp positive .1.4W however,

ti

I .7



suiTlemental barapllations had to be dade in two cases. Despl to the

presence of the two adults, data from the incidental imitation probes

indicates that no more imitation was observed in Experiment II when the

adults were present than,in Experiment I when the Adults were absent.

7

Overall, in tkberiment II the ch'ldien mStche4 the seleetion of the posi-

.

tiva molts six times and those of the neutral adults four times.

Discussion

.
Despise the developmentof functional adult aurturan6, the inciden-

,4
tal imitation data did not show the clear relationship so ofteR reported

in the literature. The' esults from both experiments show that positive

adults were cons :tently able, to develop and maintain higher response rates

than neuel adults. In return, their nurturance was reciprocated )y social

4)referenoe,. However, clear incidental imitation of the. adult's crayon'

choices was shown by only one ch1100while picture content imitation was

even.more'weaklydisplayed.

The relationship betWeen thf.l'positive and neutral'aduit'S funetibnal
. .

control over children's response rates replicates other literatures. Thc

,

differe nces have been small, though consistent. The relatiirOy high

responding in the presence of the neutral adult is probably explained.by

the social demands inherent(in the procedures.
.

,

*--Q. ,

Prrious research on incidental imitation has led to fairly firp con-

.

elusions rarding the efficacy of nurturance manipulations. Though the

present results do not show the same 1,)cture, they may, in fact, be com-

parable to thole- other findings. Given the means aid variances of rata

le
magnitudes found here, statistical differences would have been demonstrated
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with only modest larger samples. However, these maneuvers are not neces-

sarily good sci ce. . We should, insiead,,draw a more appropriate coh-

clusion. Close scrutiny of these data and those from other rgaearch

strongly suggests that the nurturance incidental imitation r lationship'

is not as strong as had been thought. 6

We should not lament the weaknesi of the retionship. In a positive

light, they may be telling us that incidental imitation is not a basic de-

velopmental process; instead, it miw be wsubstantive developmental out-
cs

come. If the latter is .the cas v--Ves-Foold begin investigating the con-

ditions under which nurturance-facilitated incidental imitation will occur.

For instance, ctmrent variables such as the tasks and the means by which

they ale displayed may be important. More important variables will probably

be the adult-child interactional hispories prectding imitation assessment,

few have a's yet been' investigated. One line of fruitful reSearch`might
s;

.
be to consider nurturance a dimension on which people vary which,sin turn,

positively correlates th the probability that these adults reinforce

4
imitation. Thus, the more similar is a nurturant adult in an experimental

setting to nurturant, imitation-reinforcing adults elsewhare,.then the

more likely is nurturance facilitated imitation to be-observed. Indeed,

qbaril'impor an may not be just that adults are, nurturant with children,0) vs/

.but how, when andAnder what conditions they are so. A thorough analysis

of these conditions might then lead us to an understanding of Otservaxional

learning as a relationship which is largely acquired rather than a

specific'learning process.

c
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